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Modern engine design is not only

increasingly complex, it also

produces systems that are highly

sensitive. febi is urging garages to

ensure they always select the right oil

spec for an engine and to also make

sure that a high quality lubricant, such

as febi’s own specialist engine oil, is

selected.

The oil in a vehicle is under attack

every day through pressure and

extreme temperatures. Over time it will

naturally deteriorate and degrade,

something that can be exaggerated by the type of use a vehicle

undertakes. To ensure optimum performance of the engine and related

systems, regular oil changes, in line with manufacturer recommendations,

are vital. 

When it comes to oil change, febi says its engine oils ensure the best

possible protection for vehicle engines and fuel systems. These oils are

formulated from high quality base oil and special additives to make them

some of the highest quality and best performing oils in their respective

viscosity classes. 

febi’s expertise in both oils and component manufacture, ensures that

all its engine oils are precisely matched to vehicle manufacturer

requirements. This in turn means excellent cold start performance, even

well in to the lubricants service life and maximum wear protection. The oils

also offer high corrosion protection, excellent lubricating properties, high

resistance to ageing and high sticking properties. As well as these

properties, the oils are formulated to prevent deposits and foam formation

and to keep vehicle systems clear of contamination.

Febi also points out that with its oils the innovation is not limited to

what is inside the container. All febi fluid packaging is designed to be very

user friendly and save garages time. Each febi oil pack features; ultra-clear

product identification and description, simple product colour coding, a

vision strip for filling level on the side, a leak-proof seal and an easy grip

handle.
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Look beyond ...
We recently had a call from a

garage regarding a 1992

Mercedes SL500 model W129. The

customer had been having flat battery issues for some time.

He took the vehicle to his local garage for checks on the

battery and charging system, which passed without any

problems found. On questioning the customer several

symptoms where present,

• The alarm goes off intermittently

• The instrument display surged on warning lights and

gauges

• Battery goes flat over several days

The garage

removed the

instrument cluster

and checked all

connections. All

looked clean and

tight. The alarm

system was

aftermarket and, due

to it’s age, it was

removed. The fault of

the alarm still

persisted to show up,

indicating that the

factory alarm was the

problem, so the

garage disconnected

the siren. It was then

the customer wanted

an Auto Electrician to

get involved, and

more involved testing

began.

Battery parasitic

load testing revealed that an intermittent surging current

was present. It was not until this point that the auto

electrician noticed that the passenger seat was all the way

forward and very close to the dash. It would not operate

from the switch assembly. 

It was then the customer mentioned the seats had been

behaving in a strange way, intermittently working and

sometimes in reverse to normal operation.

The focus shifted to the seat system, to reveal the root

cause of all the problems. Water damage to the seat control

module, located under the seat, was shorting out power

supplies affecting the alarm system, surging the instrument

cluster power supply and was the cause of the underlying

battery drain.

So it pays to talk to the customer about all of the

complaints,  and don't focus on one particular area with no

apparent data connections (CAN, LIN or VAN) with unrelated

systems. Just sharing a power supply can be enough to

affect it's operation. So is always worth looking at all issues,

before focusing on one area.

Join our growing team of members today, who all
have access to 1000’s of answers to tech questions on
demand. Call us now on 01-905-9500 to join or for
more information.

The seat control module, above, and it’s
water damaged interior circuitry, below

Question: We have a 2015

Mercedes-Benz Vito in our

workshop with the Airbag

(SRS) warning lamp

illuminated, seat heating not

working, and several electrical

related trouble codes stored.

Have you any ideas where to

start to fix this vehicle?

Answer: We are aware of a

SRS fault on Vito, V-Class and

Valente models from 2014

onwards. The fault is due to the

front seat wiring harness chafing

on the seat frame, causing a short

circuit. Inspect the front seat wiring

harness for damage (see figure).

Repair or replace the front seat

wiring harness as necessary. Re-

route the wiring harness to provide

adequate clearance. Erase the

trouble codes and check operation

of the seat heating to ensure the

fault has been rectified.

Vito: SRS warning lamp on
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